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We present high resolution observations of microstructure and texture evolution during dynamic recrystallization (DRX) of ice polycrystals deformed in the laboratory at high temperature (≈0.98Tm). Ice possesses a significant viscoplastic anisotropy that induces strong strain heterogeneities, which result in an early occurrence of DRX mechanisms. It is therefore a model material to explore these mechanisms. High resolution c-axis measurements at sample scale by optical techniques and full crystallographic orientation measurements by cryo-EBSD provide a solid database for analyzing the relative impact of the macroscopic imposed stress vs. the local and internal stress fields on DRX mechanisms. Analysis of misorientation gradients in the EBSD data highlights a heterogeneous dislocation distribution, which is quantified by the Nye tensor estimation. Joint analyses of the dislocation density maps and microstructural observations highlight spatial correlation between high dislocation density sites and the onset of nucleation taking place by grain-boundary bulging, subgrain rotation or by the formation of kink-bands.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Dynamic recrystallization (DRX) strongly affects the evolution of microstructure (grain size and shape) and texture (crystal preferred orientation) during deformation at high temperature. Since texturing leads to anisotropic physical properties, understanding the effects of DRX in metals is essential for industrial applications, in rocks, for interpreting geophysical data and modeling geodynamic flows and in ice, for predicting ice sheet flow and hence coupled evolution of climate and cryosphere.

Along ice cores, evidence for DRX has been observed in terms of microstructure and texture evolution with depth (Thorsteinsson et al., 1997; de la Chapelle et al., 1998). Two DRX regimes are classically suggested to account for this evolution (see Duval and Castelnau, 1995; de la Chapelle et al., 1998, for instance). The first one, characterized by progressive polygonization and slow grain boundary migration rates (Duval and Castelnau, 1995; de la Chapelle et al., 1998) is referred to as "continuous" dynamic recrystallization (CDRX), or “rotation” recrystallization (Humphreys and Hatherly, 2004). In domains where pure shear or compression dominate, this recrystallization regime has relatively low impact on preferred orientations but tends to slow down
texture strengthening compared to what would be expected without continuous recrystallization based on modeling estimations (Castelnau et al., 1996; Thorsteinsson, 2002; Montagnat et al., 2012). The second regime is generally referred to as “discontinuous” dynamic recrystallization (DDRX) or “migration” recrystallization. It is associated with faster grain boundary migration rates (higher temperatures and/or higher strain), which induce the emergence of large grains with irregular shapes and produces textures markedly different from the ones expected from deformation without recrystallization (Thorsteinsson et al., 1997; de la Chapelle et al., 1998; Diprinzio et al., 2005).

Although the second regime (DDRX) was shown not to dominate along ice cores (Alley et al., 1995; de la Chapelle et al., 1998; Montagnat et al., 2012), its impact on the net flow of an ice sheet could be significant because (i) it predominates at the bottom of the ice sheet where most of the flow occurs (due to temperatures close to the melting temperature $T_m$), and increased shear stress due to basal conditions; Cuffey and Paterson, 2010, and (ii) the texture modification associated with DDRX induces an abrupt change in viscosity that is not yet fully considered in ice flow models (Gillet-Chaulet et al., 2006). While deformation induced texture evolves progressively with strain, DDRX textures are supposed to adapt rapidly to changes in the stress state and therefore reflect the stress state. Deformation conditions in most areas of an ice sheet are characterized by low strain rates ($\leq 10^{-18} \text{s}^{-1}$) and low deviatoric stresses ($\leq 0.1 \text{MPa}$) that, when reproduced in the laboratory, would lead to unreasonably long durations for experiments trying to deform samples to strains of the order of 1% or more.

Duval (1979), Jacka (1984), and Jacka and Maccagnan (1984) provided complete analyses of the effect of DRX on texture and microstructure during creep tests performed in the laboratory. They showed that DRX induces the initiation of tertiary creep at 1–2% strain in the range of laboratory test conditions ($10^{-6} \text{s}^{-1} \leq \dot{\epsilon} \leq 10^{-8} \text{s}^{-1}$, $0.1 \text{MPa} \leq \sigma \leq 2.5 \text{MPa}$ for reasonable experiment durations at temperatures between $-2$ and $-32^\circ \text{C}$). The resulting microstructures are characterized by interconnected grains and have an average grain size that depends on the applied stress (Jacka and Li, 1994). In compression, at the higher strain studied, the c-axes tend to organize in the form of a girdle that forms an angle of about $30^\circ$ from the compression axis (Jacka and Maccagnan, 1984).

More generally, recrystallization mechanisms in plastically deforming materials are associated with a reduction of strain energy (energy accumulated during deformation) that is caused by the nucleation of new grains and grain boundary migration (Humphreys and Hatherly, 2004). The strain energy is linked to the heterogeneity of dislocation density and dislocation arrangements within the polycrystal and depends on the loading path, annealing conditions, and thermo-mechanical history.

Continuous and discontinuous dynamic recrystallization are classically distinguished both by the type of nucleation mechanisms and by the regime of grain boundary migration (Drury and Urai, 1990). Nucleation during CDRX is supposed to proceed mainly by continuous arrangement of dislocations into subgrain boundaries, which results in the formation of high angle boundaries, which delimit new grains (also called “polygonization”). During DDRX, strain induced grain boundary migration or bulging is usually considered as the dominant nucleation mechanism (Drury and Humphreys, 1986; Humphreys, 2004), especially at low strain and/or at high temperature, in aluminum and steel for instance (Humphreys and Hatherly, 2004). New grains are expected to have an orientation close to the parent grains. In a recent review, Sakai et al. (2014) mentioned the role of fluctuations in boundary shape produced by straining, which take the form of corrugations or serrations, and which can act as nucleation sites. In some cases, bulging is accompanied by the presence of nearby subgrain boundaries (see Wusatowska-Sarnek et al., 2002, for instance). Twinning can also play a significant role in DRX nucleation, as has been observed in magnesium (Al-Samman and Gottstein, 2008) and copper (Miura et al., 2007).

Ice has a hexagonal crystallographic structure, and its viscoplastic anisotropy is known to be strong, with dislocations gliding mostly on the basal plane with three equivalent $<11\overline{2}0>$ Burgers vector directions (Hondoh, 2000). This viscoplastic anisotropy induces strong interactions between neighboring grains and highly heterogeneous strain and stress fields in the grain boundary regions (Duval et al., 1983). These heterogeneities have recently been evidenced by Digital Image Correlation (DIC) measurements on columnar ice samples (Grennerat et al., 2012). Since strain heterogeneities are precursors of the recrystallization mechanisms, recrystallization is expected to be more efficient in ice than in less anisotropic materials, as evidenced by the low finite strain level (1%) required for recrystallization to impact the macroscopic response (Duval, 1979; Jacka, 1984).

In addition, Duval et al. (2012) showed the impact of long-range internal stresses on grain nucleation during dynamic recrystallization in ice. They highlighted the role of dislocation pile-up relaxation as an additional driving force behind “spontaneous” grain nucleation. Although dislocation pile-ups remain difficult to observe directly, Electron Back Scattering Diffraction (EBSD) techniques now enable the detection of local lattice misorientations at grain boundaries and triple junctions that could result from dislocation accumulations (see among many others, Piazolo et al., 2008, 2015; Mishra et al., 2009; Dillien et al., 2010; Wheeler et al., 2011; Al-Samman et al., 2012; Yamasaki et al., 2013). However, as EBSD images the planar surfaces of samples, the resulting data are two-dimensional (2D) and hence must be interpreted with care for inferring 3D mechanisms such as nucleation (Borthwick et al., 2012). EBSD data can nevertheless provide useful statistical data and local observations that inform our understanding of strain heterogeneities, grain boundary migration, and their impacts on the macroscopic behavior.

The aim of the present work is to provide new insights on DRX mechanisms in ice at high temperature from high resolution measurements of lattice orientations. We use microstructure observations at the sample scale made by optical methods with a higher resolution than previously available, and EBSD measurements at a fine length-scale that completely characterize all grain orientations and local misorientations related to dislocation substructures. Using these observations we will
analyze the correlation between strain heterogeneities and DRX mechanisms.

The manuscript is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the experimental procedures. Section 3 presents the microstructure and texture measurements, as well as an analysis of the misorientation gradients, which provide a proxy of dislocation density via the Nye tensor estimation. These results are discussed in Section 4 in terms of the contrasting impact of macroscopic stress and local (and internal) stress on DRX mechanisms and on texture development. The role of frequently-observed kink bands and subgrain boundaries in nucleation are examined.

2. METHODS

Creep tests were performed on cylindrical samples of polycrystalline ice made in the laboratory. The ice polycrystals were made from sieved seeds within a controlled size range, in a mold from which air was removed by pumping before adding distilled dionized and degassed water. Ice was gently frozen under a controlled temperature gradient and was kept at −5°C for more than 24 h to relax the microstructure after removal from the mold. Remaining bubbles were small and hardly visible. The samples were machined to cylinders about 8 cm long and 4 cm in diameter. The initial average grain area was 1–4 mm².

The experimental set up is a classical creep apparatus, placed in a cold room, with the load applied via a level arm in order to impose low levels of stress. Two Teflon sheets were placed between the sample and the press in order to minimize friction at the specimen contact surfaces. At the end of the test, samples were still cylindrical, with no apparent shear localization. Constant stress of 0.7, 0.75, or 0.8 MPa was applied under temperatures of −5°C or −7°C ± 0.1°C (0.98 or 0.97Tm). Similar results were obtained for both temperature conditions. Ten tests were performed up to finite strains of 2–18%, with the larger strain implying 10-day long experiments. The minimum strain rates are close to 10⁻⁷ s⁻¹, in a range where cracks are not expected to occur (Schulson and Duval, 2009), and indeed no crack was observed. Optical fabric analyses were performed at −15°C immediately at the end of the tests, and samples were maintained at −40°C prior to EBSD observations to limit the effect of post-dynamic recrystallization or annealing.

The c-axis (or optical axis) orientations were first measured using the optical Automatic Ice Texture Analyzer (AITA; Russell-Head and Wilson, 2001; Peternell et al., 2011) on a thin section of each sample (about 8 × 3 cm²) cut parallel to the cylindrical axis. In the chosen configuration, the analyzer provides the c-axis (< 0001 >) orientations with a spatial resolution of 20 µm and an angular resolution of about 3°. Grain boundary extraction was performed on these measurements to measure grain area.

Full lattice orientations were obtained using EBSD on the Crystal Probe Scanning Electron Microscope of Geosciences Montpellier (CNRS, University of Montpellier) mounted with a GATAN cold stage modulus. The operating conditions were a 15kV accelerating voltage, a probe current of about 3 nA and a working distance of 25 mm. EBSD patterns were indexed automatically using the Channel5 software package from Oxford Instruments HKL and processed by using the MTEX free software (Bachmann et al., 2010; Mainprice et al., 2014). EBSD patterns were taken with a resolution of 336 × 256. The number of detected bands was between 6 and 8 and the number of reflectors taken into account was 70. An angular resolution of about 0.7° is expected (Randle, 1992) and this was verified on non deformed grains. Resolution can degrade slightly after prolonged scans (over 4–5 h) but remains of the order of a degree.

Sample surfaces used for EBSD scanning were prepared by careful slicing of the samples in a freezer at −40°C just before the analyses. High quality patterns having indexation rates higher than 85% at 50 µm resolution, and over surfaces of up to 20 × 10 mm² in area, were enabled by suitable adjustment of the vacuum and temperature (1Pa, −110°C) following the practice of Weikusat et al. (2011a). Frost and sublimation remained negligible on the sample surface during the analyses.

3. MICROSTRUCTURE AND TEXTURE EVOLUTION DURING DRX

3.1. Optical Observations at the Sample Scale

Creep curves obtained from the different tests are presented in Figure 1. All curves are similar to those measured by Jacka and Maccagnan (1984), with the strain rate decreasing during primary creep, up to about 1% strain (when the minimum strain rate is reached), beyond which the strain rate increases to reach tertiary creep. After about 8% strain, a hardening stage is observed, whose evolution could not be followed further. This hardening is probably related to the development of frost and sublimation remained negligible on the sample surface during the analyses.

![FIGURE 1 | Strain rate vs. strain plots for the different tests performed. Imposed stress varied between 0.7 and 0.8 MPa. Temperature was −8°C ± 0.5°C. Strain data were acquired by Digital Image Correlation method (DIC) or using a Low Voltage Displacement Transducer (LVDT).](image-url)
of the DDRX texture, which tends to strengthen the sample in axial compression conditions (texture-induced mechanical anisotropy).

Figure 2 presents the evolution of c-axis orientations, as measured by the AITA (see Section 2), for the tests performed at $-5^\circ$C up to 2, 7, 12, 13, and 17.8% of strain. Since ice has a hexagonal crystallographic structure, each grain's orientation is characterized by the orientation of the long axis of the hexagonal cell, the $<0001>$ c-axis, and by the orientation of one of the three $<1120>$ a-axes, which lie at 120$^\circ$ from each other.

At both experimental temperatures ($-7^\circ$C and $-5^\circ$C), the texture evolves toward a multi-maxima type texture (Figure 2). The c-axes rapidly cluster into multiple maxima that further evolve with strain toward a girdle at ca. 35$^\circ$ from the compression direction. It is worth noting that grains oriented with their c-axes roughly normal to the compression direction are absent after 12% strain at $-5^\circ$C, while some grains with their c-axes parallel to the compression direction remain.

The grains were defined as continuous domains surrounded by grain boundaries well detected by the analyzer. Grain boundaries were detected by using Matlab morphological operations to skeletonize based on color change detection. Any correction to skeleton images obtained was made visually by tracing the loci of discernible misorientations (shown by color changes) and by linking together coherently-shaped microstructural contacts. This procedure allowed us to distinguish triple junctions between grain boundaries (GBs) from intersections between GB and subgrain boundaries (SGB). We therefore hope to distinguish highly misoriented subgrains from closely oriented grains. Since AITA provides c-axis orientations only, we cannot use an absolute criterion to distinguish low angle grain boundaries (LAGB) from high angle ones (HAGB) as can be done on EBSD observations. Manual corrections are therefore operator dependent, and we took care to have them performed by only one person for consistency. The data thus obtained enabled to perform comparisons between the samples at different strain levels.

The grain area distribution and its evolution with strain are presented in Figure 3. Except for the non-deformed microstructure which is characterized by nearly equiaxed grains, the distributions are not normal but bimodal. The evolution of grain area with deformation is therefore described by the median and the first and third quartiles (Figure 3). Similar distributions are found at different non-zero strains.

With increasing strain, grain shapes become more and more interlocked (e.g., Figure 2 top), even though serrated grain boundaries occur at any non-zero level of strain. This grain shape evolution is represented in Figure 4 by using a grain shape factor described in Heilbronner and Barrett (2014), called PARIS, which is defined to be $= 2 \times (P - PE)/PE \times 100\%$, where P is the perimeter and PE the perimeter of the convex hull. This shape factor is able to distinguish between elongated grains (PARIS $= 0$) and interlocked grains (PARIS $> 1$). We observe that the PARIS parameter increases rapidly at the early stage of deformation, and its mean remains nearly constant for higher strain levels. This tendency is biased by the fact that the microstructure evolves...
FIGURE 3 | Left: Distributions of grain area in logarithmic scale, for the undeformed sample and samples deformed to 2, 7, and 17.8% strain. Not all distributions are shown for clarity purpose. Right: 2D grain area (A) evolution with strain, determined from the AITA microstructure measurements. Median (top) and first- and third-quartiles (bottom) grain areas are represented.

FIGURE 4 | Evolution of the PARIS shape factor (%) with deformation for the tests performed at $-5^\circ$C, evaluated as the mean over all grains. The curve of the standard deviation is also shown (black).

3.2. EBSD Characterizations

For each sample, two areas were analyzed by EBSD at 50 $\mu$m resolution to provide higher resolution analyses of subgrain boundaries and dislocation substructures. Figure 5 shows EBSD maps and pole figure representations of full crystallographic orientations obtained on the samples deformed at $-5^\circ$C, up to 2, 7, and 13% strain. Both low angles (in gray, between 1 and 5$^\circ$) and high angle grain boundaries (in black, $>5^\circ$) are shown. The 5$^\circ$ value chosen following Weikusat et al. (2011b) tends to under-detect boundaries between grains that have close orientations (especially at higher strains when the texture is strong). Still, this choice appears to be appropriate, as justified by our analysis of the distribution of misorientations (later in this Section).

Despite the limited number of grains on the EBSD maps (Figure 5), the c-axis pole figures (Figure 5 bottom panel) match well those obtained on the whole sample section by AITA measurements (Figure 2). The multi maxima clustering of c-axes in a girdle, and strengthening of the texture with increasing strain, are both clearly visible. We also observe a multi-maxima clustering of the a-axes, in a wide girdle at a high angle to the compression direction.

Both low resolution (Figure 5) and high resolution EBSD measurements (Figures 6, 7) allow us to characterize the subgrain boundary configurations and dislocation substructures; they highlight two particular features. First, we observe highly serrated grain boundaries at different length scales (Figures 5, 6). Second, the grains show strong local misorientations that take the form of (i) tilt boundaries (with the c-axis parallel to the subgrain boundary trace, and a rotation around either an a-axis or a m-axis ($<1010>$, or a combination), (ii) kink bands composed by two opposite tilt boundaries, and (iii) more complex local subgrain structures close to GBs and triple junctions, such as the ones observed in Mansuy et al. (2000), Hamann et al. (2007), Piazolo et al. (2008), Montagnat et al. (2011), Piazolo et al. (2015)

toward a bimodal distribution, with large grains being under-represented due to sectioning effects. A greater abundance of small grains compared to large grains at large strains may be due to an increasing 2D sectioning effect on more interlocked grains.

Indeed, such an interlocked microstructure in 3D cannot be fully characterized based on 2D observations. We therefore interpret the evolving 2D grain area and shape data in Figure 4 as qualitative indicators of the microstructure evolution with strain.

areas were analyzed at 5 or 10 $\mu$m resolution to provide higher resolution analyses of subgrain boundaries and dislocation substructures.
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FIGURE 5 | Top: EBSD patterns and pole figures obtained after 2% strain (left), 7% strain (center), and 13% strain (right), at −5°C. Coloring represents the orientation of the compression direction (y-vector) relative to the crystals’ axes accordingly to the inverse pole figure scheme displayed on the top right. Red crystals have <0001> parallel to the compression direction, blue ones have <11\bar{2}0> parallel to the compression axis, and green ones, <10\bar{1}0>. Boundaries with more than 5° misorientation are depicted as black lines, boundaries with misorientations between 1 and 5° as gray lines. Bottom: pole figures representing the orientation of the <0001>, <10\bar{1}0>, <11\bar{2}0> crystal axes relative to the compression direction, which is vertical in these lower hemisphere stereographic projections.

(Figures 6, 7). The likely nature of the subgrain boundaries (tilt boundaries, kink bands) were determined following the methods of Piazolo et al. (2008), which are based on Prior et al. (2002). A strong heterogeneity in local misorientations is well illustrated by the example in Figure 7, where two subgrain boundaries with perpendicular traces are found inside a single grain. Analysis of the misorientations across these two subgrain boundaries points to rotation around an a-axis or a combination of a- and m-axis. In this example (Figure 7), SGB1 is likely to be a tilt band with a boundary plane perpendicular to the sample surface (see boundary trace in red, and interpreted SGB plane in gray). The low misorientation accommodated by SGB 2 renders the discrimination of the rotation axis more difficult, but a likely explanation is that this SGB is a tilt band with a plane nearly parallel to the sample surface plane. Another remarkable observation is that serrated GB and subgrain boundaries are often linked spatially with each other, as has been pointed out by Weikusat et al. (2009). Subgrain boundaries or kink bands often appear close to a step, spike or sharp turn, in the boundary (Figures 5, 6). These features suggest the possibility of pinning of migrating boundaries by subgrain boundaries and kink bands.
EBSD analyses also provide statistical information on the evolution of orientation relations both within and between adjacent grains. The histograms of Figure 8 present the distribution of angle of misorientations between adjacent pixels from the 50 μm resolution images (super-imposing data from the two areas of each sample analyzed for each level of strain), in the misorientation range 1–10°. The range 0–1° falls within the measurement accuracy and is considered as noise. The dashed line represents the expected histogram for a uniform spatial distribution of misorientations taken in the range of misorientations considered here (1–10°). At 2% strain, the distribution already shows a high density of low-angle misorientations. This density increases with strain until about 13% strain and decreases after. Most misorientations occur in the range 1–4°. In this range of misorientations, the distribution strongly differs from the uniform spatial distribution (dashed line) and from the distribution obtained for undeformed samples. For misorientation values above 5–6°, the distribution approaches the uniform distribution, and the one observed for undeformed samples. This finding validates the choice of using 5° to demarcate the transition between low and high angle grain boundaries.

Note that, due to the 2D character of the EBSD images, new grains produced by DRX-nucleation mechanisms or “nucleus” cannot be directly discriminated in the present experiments performed on granular ice because any apparent small grain seen on an image could instead result from a cross-sectional cut taken across a part of a large irregular grain.

### 3.3. Estimation of Dislocation Density from EBSD Maps

In the theory of dislocations, the dislocation density tensor \( \alpha \) (Nye's tensor, Nye, 1953) is defined as:

\[
\alpha = \text{curl } U_e
\]  

where \( U_e \) is the elastic distortion tensor. A non-zero value of \( \alpha \) means that \( U_e \) is incompatible and consequently that the elastic displacement is multiple-valued (has a discontinuity) along some surface in the lattice, which reveals the presence of dislocations.
By decomposing $U_e$ into its symmetric part $\epsilon_e$ (i.e., the elastic strain tensor) and its skew-symmetric part $\omega_e$ (the elastic rotation tensor) $\alpha$ may be expressed as:

$$\alpha = \text{curl } \epsilon_e + \text{curl } \omega_e.$$  

(2)

By introducing the elastic curvature tensor $\kappa_e = \text{grad } \Omega_e$ with $\Omega_e$ as the elastic rotation vector associated with $\omega_e$, the curl $\omega_e$ part can be written as $tr(\kappa_e)I - \kappa^I_e$, where $tr(A)$ and $A^I$ denote respectively the trace and transpose of tensor $A$, and $I$ is the identity tensor. Equation (2) then becomes

$$\alpha = \text{curl } \epsilon_e + tr(\kappa_e)I - \kappa^I_e.$$  

(3)

The elastic curvature tensor $\kappa_e$ may be partially recovered from a crystal orientation map obtained by EBSD. By additionally recovering the elastic strain field, one can experimentally infer the dislocation density tensor $\alpha$ from Equation (3). Such information may be obtained from analysing the shift of electron diffraction patterns (Wilkinson et al., 2006; Kacher et al., 2009; Villert et al., 2009), but most often the curl term is neglected (El-Dasher et al., 2003; Field et al., 2005; Pantleon, 2008; Beausir and Fressengeas,
FIGURE 8 | Distribution of misorientations measured between adjacent pixels, extracted from the 50 µm resolution EBSD data from Figure 5, for the tests performed up to 2, 7, 13, and 17.8% strain. The dash line provides the case of a uniform distribution of misorientations in the considered range. The y-axis scales as the density normalized such that sum over densities = 100 over the full range of misorientations considered (0–93°).

2013) and Equation (3) is reduced to Equation (4),

\[ \alpha \cong \text{tr}(\kappa_e)1 - \kappa_e. \tag{4} \]

As a rule of thumb, the error committed in this approximation may be estimated to be of the order of 10% of the actual value. It is insignificant if strain gradients are small.

Let us denote the components of \( \Omega_e \) as: \( \theta_i(i = 1, 2, 3) \) in the sample reference frame, as measured along a square grid on the sample surface. The disorientation vector between two neighboring points in this grid has components \( \Delta \theta_i(j = 1, 2, 3) \) in this frame. From the disorientation between neighboring points separated by \( \Delta x_j(j = 1, 2) \), only six components of the elastic curvature tensor:

\[ \kappa_{ij}^e = \frac{\Delta \theta_i}{\Delta x_j} \tag{5} \]

can be captured, because differences along the direction normal to the surface are not available. Using this result, it is shown from Equation (4) that five components of the Nye tensor can be recovered, namely \( (\alpha_{12}, \alpha_{13}, \alpha_{21}, \alpha_{23}, \alpha_{33}) \) in the sample reference frame (Pantleon, 2008). The measured elastic curvatures, and hence the dislocation densities derived from these measurements using Equation (5), depend on the characteristic grid size, i.e., on the resolution of the data. This resolution was kept constant and equal to \( \Delta x = 50 \mu m \) throughout our measurements. Therefore, the data can be used to document the evolution with strain of the dislocation density field.

Figure 9 shows a map of the norm of the observable Nye tensor:

\[ \tilde{\alpha} = \sqrt{\alpha_{12}^2 + \alpha_{31}^2 + \alpha_{23}^2 + \alpha_{32}^2 + \alpha_{33}^2} \tag{6} \]

for samples deformed at \(-5^\circ C\), at 2, 7, and 13 % strain. These maps highlight areas of high dislocation density, in particular tilt boundaries, kink bands, or local subgrain structures close to GB and triple junctions. The average of the norm of the observable Nye tensor was calculated as \( \frac{1}{S} \int \tilde{\alpha} dS \), over the whole sample surface \( S \).

Figure 10 represents the evolution of the averaged norm of the observable Nye tensor with strain, for both temperature conditions. A sharp increase of the average norm is observed during the first 2–5% for both \(-5^\circ C\) and \(-7^\circ C\) experiments. It stabilizes in a broad peak around twice of the initial value measured on the undeformed samples, and then, after the peak, slightly decreases with strain. At low strain, values of the average norm of the Nye tensor measured at \(-7^\circ C\) are 20–25% higher than the ones measured at \(-5^\circ C\), but the two values become similar after about 12% strain. A higher frequency sampling would be necessary to provide more accurate observations of this tendency.

4. DISCUSSION

The compressive creep tests performed in this work display all three creep stages usually observed in polycrystalline ice deformed in the laboratory. The sharp strain-rate decrease during transient creep is followed by a minimum strain-rate of secondary creep at 1% strain. We interpret that activation of DRX mechanisms explains the observed transition to tertiary creep and the associated weakening after only 1% strain (Figure 1), the observed texture evolution toward a girdle of c-axes at about 35° from the compression direction, and a constant median grain size at a given stress. These results are in good agreement with previous observations of DRX in ice (Jacka, 1984; Jacka and Maccagnan, 1984; Ashby and Duval, 1985; Jacka and Li, 1994).

The experiments presented here were performed at high homologous temperatures, in conditions where grain boundary migration is classically supposed to dominate DRX mechanisms (Humphreys and Hatherly, 2004). The observed evolution of grain area and shape is in good agreement with this assumption, and grain boundaries are found to become serrated after only 2% strain (Figures 2, 5). That the shape parameter increases with strain (Figure 4) reflects the evolution of strong spatial heterogeneity in GB migration rates.

Although GB migration appears to be efficient (as indicated by the presence of highly interlocked grains and a broad grain size distribution), we observe strong substructures such as tilt boundaries, kink bands, and subgrain boundaries close to triple junctions, with similar abundance of these substructures at different non-zero strain levels. In the substructure areas, the dislocation field shows heterogeneities that we quantified by estimating the Nye tensor distribution from EBSD measurements (Figure 9). Although the dislocation density at the sample scale (inferred from the average Nye tensor norm) is highly heterogeneous, its mean value remains similar across the range of strain from 2 to 18% (Figure 10).

Subgrain boundaries and kink bands appear to interact with GBs. They may play a role in causing GB to become serrated and to bulge, since stable tilt bands may pin a moving GB. Locally GBs may also migrate toward such dislocation substructures due to a favorable or enhanced driving force (stemming from a difference in dislocation stored energy).
Although nuclei cannot be directly identified from the 2D observations available, given our findings on the misorientation distribution and grain size evolution (bimodal distribution, and decrease of median grain size after 2% strain, see Figure 3), we hypothesize that nucleation contributed to the accommodation of local strain field heterogeneities. Duval et al. (2012) demonstrated the effect of long-range internal stresses created by dislocation pile-ups at GB on nucleation in ice. They showed that pile-ups provide an additional driving force resulting in a drastic decrease of both nucleation critical radius and saddle point energy, and therefore cause a “spontaneous” grain nucleation. Our observations of highly misoriented areas close to GBs and triple junctions show that dislocation fields remain highly heterogeneous during DRX at high temperature and could result in a strong internal stress field. Although the precise nucleation mechanism cannot be discriminated here, nor in any post-mortem experiments, “spontaneous” grain nucleation is expected in these regions. Rapid growth of some nuclei might have played a significant role in determining the final observed textures.

The macroscopic rheology exhibits softening between 1 and 10% strain but the local strain and stress states remain heterogeneous enough to activate accommodation mechanisms such as tilt and kink bands and to induce strong dislocation accumulations close to GBs and triple junctions (Figures 6, 7, 9). These sub-structures are frequently observed during transient
creep of ice (Mansuy et al., 2002; Montagnat et al., 2011), prior to DRX. The strong viscoplastic anisotropy of ice ensures a continuous production of these substructures by generating strain incompatibilities between grains, which (in the present experiments) cannot be efficiently relaxed despite the presence of effective GB migration.

Or high resolution mapping by EBSD (5 and 10 μm) provides a detailed characterization of lattice misorientations induced by strain heterogeneities (Figures 6, 7). For instance, we find an example where two nearby subgrain boundaries with rotation axes perpendicular to each other co-exist within the same grain (Figure 7). We suggest that these sub-structures, which can facilitate dislocation slip locally (Piazzolo et al., 2015), can act as nucleation precursors. From our observations (Figures 6, 7, 9), we interpret that nucleation can occur by polygonization from highly misoriented subgrain boundaries and/or by bulging due to strain induced grain boundary migration (SIGBM; Humphreys and Hatherly, 2004). Neither of these nucleation mechanisms, that result from local stress field configurations, is expected to cause the resultant nucleus to be strongly misoriented from the parent grains.

In the range of strains studied here, the developing texture tends to stabilize toward a multi-maxima girdle oriented close to 35° from the compression direction (Figure 2). The experimental textures observed at all non-zero strains differ from the textures observed along ice cores, where the vertical compression takes place at low stress and low temperature (Azuma, 1994; Castelnau et al., 1996; Montagnat et al., 2012). The textures in ice cores, characterized by a single-maximum parallel to the compression direction have been attributed to deformation by dislocation slip on basal planes with no DRX mechanisms (Alley, 1988; Castelnau and Duval, 1994). Recrystallization textures are, however, observed in the bottom of deep ice cores, where the temperature approaches the melting point (de la Chapelle et al., 1998), and at isolated depths where the accumulated strain is locally elevated (Montagnat et al., 2012). These textures differ drastically from deformation textures observed in the shallower parts of ice cores and are similar to textures observed in our experiments as they show orientations clustered at 30–50° from the vertical. Few such orientations exist at shallower depth of ice cores where the textures primarily reflect the vertical compression (see for instance, Thorsteinsson et al., 1997; de la Chapelle et al., 1998; Dippinio et al., 2005). “Oriented” nucleation has been often proposed to account for these textures which show orientations at 30–50° from the vertical. GB migration favoring “well oriented” grains could also be responsible for these natural textures.

The orientation measurements performed here evidence a multi-maxima clustering of both c- and a-axes that was not obvious in previous laboratory studies. This clustering presumably reflects the impact of DRX nucleation mechanisms described in Section 3, in relation with the impact of strain heterogeneities, on texture evolution at a local scale. Bulging and polygonization induced nucleation should result in strong correlation between nucleus and parent grain in terms of orientations. The clustering, i.e., the fact that some of these orientations strengthen with time, could result from long range strain field heterogeneities. As observed by Grennerat et al. (2012) in ice, and also in zirconium (Doumalin et al., 2003; Héirpré et al., 2007) or copper (Delaire et al., 2000) for instance, strain localizes into bands whose length is close to the sample dimensions, and thus larger than the grain size. Deformation bands of high strain amplitude could be favorable sites for recrystallization. This localized recrystallization would result into the measured clustering of orientations.

In the recrystallized textures measured after about 10% strain (Figures 2, 5) there remain a few orientations with c-axes close to the compression direction and no orientation perpendicular to this direction; both orientations are highly unfavorable to dislocation slip. Deformation produced by dislocation slip on the basal plane leads to the rotation of grains toward orientations with c-axes close to the compression direction (Alley, 1988). The textures measured in this study after 10% strain would therefore result from a combination of the grain rotation due to dislocation slip (“deformation textures,” controlled by the macroscopic imposed stress), and the re-orientation of grains by nucleation and grain boundary migration, i.e., DRX mechanisms (“recrystallization textures,” more dependent on the local stress state).

Our new observations highlight the fact that both the local stress field resulting from grain incompatibilities (Lebensohn et al., 2009; Grennerat et al., 2012) and the macroscopic stress play an essential role in determining the microstructure and texture evolution during DRX of ice. The latter induces a texture macroscopically favorable to the imposed stress (with c-axis orientations close to 45° from the compression axis), and the former induces nucleation and serrated GB migration in strain localization areas, therefore resulting in crystallographic axis clustering.

Observations at both local and macroscopic scales are therefore necessary to understand the effect of DRX mechanisms on the mechanical response of polycrystalline ice. Higher resolution and 3D observations (made by Diffraction Contrast Tomography (Ludwig et al., 2008; Rolland du Roscoat et al., 2011) for instance) will be necessary to better understand the role of nucleation on the texture development during DRX of ice.

5. CONCLUSIONS

High resolution observations of texture and microstructure evolution during dynamic recrystallization were performed on ice deformed in the laboratory at high homologous temperature. Macroscopic response and texture evolution are similar to previous observations by Duval (1979), Jacka (1984), and Jacka and Maccagnan (1984). Textures evolve toward a girdle at about 35° from the compression axis, and grain size distribution stabilizes after about 7% strain.

EBSD observations of crystallographic orientations in the deformed ice samples reveal the multi-maxima character of both c- and a-axis distributions. We also observe serrations induced by spatially non uniform grain boundary migration rates resulting from strain heterogeneities at grain boundaries and triple junctions. The associated dislocation field was characterized by using the EBSD observations to estimate the Nye tensor at the same resolution. The dislocation pattern is already heterogeneous.
after 2% strain, and remains similar across the higher strain levels explored here.

GB migration, which has been supposed to dominate DRX at high temperature, does not appear to be sufficient to relax local strain heterogeneities in such a highly anisotropic material as ice. We therefore suggest that local dislocation substructures such as kink bands and subgrain boundaries also contribute to the relaxation of the local internal stress field. These substructures as well as bulges in grain boundaries may be nucleation precursors. Our study provides evidence that under the conditions explored in the experiments, nucleation occurs by both subgrain boundary misorientation and bulging (SIGBM nucleation). The microstructural observations also indicate that both processes are active simultaneously. However, the relative contribution of these two nucleation processes to the development of DRX textures remains unconstrained.

The microstructural and textural observations indicate that DRX mechanisms are driven by the joint effect of the macroscopic imposed stress and the local stress field induced by strain incompatibilities between grains. Both scales must therefore be examined to understand and model the effect of DRX on the mechanical response of ice polycrystals.
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